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Stage 0: Market Evaluation (Unqualified Lead) 
 

 
Pre-solicitations (RFI’s, SSN’s Draft RFP’s) – Opportunities in the Research Phase 
 

□ Is this potential opportunity strategic…meaning are there multiple opportunities with 
this agency in the upcoming years that fit our core-competencies, support our strategic 
direction and in which we can make a profit? 
 

o Review the agency’s strategic plan, budget and procurement forecast.  Identify 
additional upcoming opportunities. 

o Cross reference to one or more of our core competencies and strategic goals 
o What is our current ability to perform the work? Do we have available personnel, 

skills, knowledge etc. 
o What is the technology risk associated with our solution? 
o Is there collateral benefit associated with this opportunity? An entre into a 

target agency, opportunity to develop important new skills, develop a stronger 
relationship with a strategic partner? 

o Are there regulatory or budgetary obstacles affecting this procurement that 
would impact our ability to compete? 

▪ LPTA, Congressional action to decrease the agency’s budget or eliminate 
the Office, classification/security requirements, geographic or facility 
requirements? 

 
□ What do we know about others who might be competing for this opportunity? 

o Look at “Interested vendors” in FBO listing.  Research their capabilities and 
contract history.  Contact for partnering possibilities. 

o Who are the incumbent primes and subs in the agency doing similar work? 
Research their history with the agency. 

o If the SSN/RFI is a recompete of an existing contract, research the incumbent 
prime contractor and subcontractors. Determine their strengths and 
weaknesses. How can we beat the incumbent? 

o If possible, ascertain if the customer is open to a new supplier 
 

□ Is there a set-aside requirement for this opportunity? If so, what is the size standard? Do 
we or our partners meet the standard? Is the anticipated Total Contract Value large 
enough to consider finding a partner? Has the incumbent graduated from the setaside 
program? 

o Research the Customer’s setaside goal attainment to determine if and where 
they are falling short 

 
□ How do we find out more about this upcoming solicitation? 
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o Read all supporting documents 
o Contact vendors already working in the agency to learn about the project 
o Contact small business representatives to learn of additional sources of 

information, program office contacts or upcoming events 
o Contact Program office 
o Attend industry days 
o Find and review opportunity website 
o Find contract vehicle website 

 
□ What is the Customer’s budget for this work? 

o Determine if solicitation estimates TCV 
o Determine incumbent/competitor pricing by looking at GSA Schedules, awarded 

contracts and previous solicitations 
o FOIA awarded contracts is necessary 

 
□ What is our unique value proposition for this specific opportunity?  How is it different 

from the competition?  Can we validate our value proposition with past performance, 
case studies and statistics? 

 
□ If we have a unique value proposition and the solicitation meets the criteria, can we 

shape the opportunity as a small business set-aside in our primary NAICS or as a sole 
source contract? Or direct the solicitation to a contract vehicle on which we are a 
prime? 
 

o Set up Capability Briefing with the Contract Office 
 

□ How do we position our company as a valued resource? 
o Contact small business office, Program office, Contracting Office and/or Prime to 

request a capability briefing 
o Customize a capability statement that specifically addresses the upcoming 

solicitation.  Provide specific solutions, relevant experience and metrics 
(validation of expertise and performance).  

o Initiate marketing campaign: social media, blogs, white papers, speaking 
engagements that target decision makers and influencers 

 
□ Where do we find the contact information for people in the government or prime 

contractors we should be contacting? 
o The FBO listing and EZG will have the names and contact information of 

contracting office personnel.  They can give you information about program 
contacts.  If they refuse, you can ask your small business representative for 
program office contact information.  Sometimes you have to resort to Google 
and/or LinkedIn. Agency websites often have contact information of key 
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individuals.  Government positions have high turnover.  Finding the current 
program person responsible for an upcoming solicitation is a challenge. Prime 
Contractor profiles and contact information can be found in EZG. 

 
Contracts coming up for re-compete: 
 

□ Will this contract be re-competed upon contract end? 
o Contact the Contract Officer or contracting specialist for the contract.  Their 

contact information is in the record of the contract award. 
 

□ Under what contract vehicle will this re-competed contract be solicited and procured? 
o The CO can answer this question.  

 
□ Can we get on the contract as a prime or as a subcontractor?  

o Ask CO about requirements to become a contract holder.  If the contract is a 
multi-award contract (IDIQ, GWAC or BPA), that spans several years, there is an 
initial award to multiple companies and may be “on-ramps” in the interim if they 
are not meeting their set-aside goals 

o Some large GWAC’s have their own offices, website and staff and operate 
independently from federal agencies.  Find these websites for access to 
additional info on how the contract vehicle is structured. 

 
□ Is the incumbent well positioned to win the re-compete?  Have they satisfactorily 

performed the existing contract?  Have they won the contract for 3 or more renewal 
cycles? Is the contract high risk?  Have the agency’s requirements changed? Is there an 
opportunity to provide innovation or reduce costs without an impact to quality? If the 
contract was a set-aside, does the incumbent still qualify? 

o Contact Contract Officer 
o Review existing contract SOW 
o Meet with Program Office personnel 
o Determine if an SSN will be issued prior to this re-compete, if so, what is their 

motivation for issuing the SSN? 
 

□ Is there an opportunity to be a subcontractor or supplier? 
 

□ If so, do we partner with the incumbent or seek a strong competitor to the incumbent 
with whom to partner? 
 

 


